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Abstract

In this paper, we introduce a scenario involving the transmission of orbital angular momentum in high atmospheric turbulence conditions. In
this environment, the Laguerre-Gaussian beam's intensity image appears as a speckle field. Therefore, we examine the influence of Gaussian
fading on the channel during the transmission. Then, we compare the demodulation results of Gaussian fading with those obtained under
Gaussian noise conditions.

Ⅰ. Introduction

Recently, orbital angular momentum (OAM) in the field of

electromagnetic (EM) waves has been attractive for high transmission

speed over terahertz ranges. A helical transverse phase structure

would be presented in optoelectronic systems that carry OAM, like

Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) beams, as exp [1]. Here,  represents
the transverse azimuthal angle, and  is an unbounded OAM mode
number. Orthogonal to one another, beams with distinct OAM values

of  and  permit multiplexing along the same beam axis. Because LG
beams are easy to multiplex each other with data encoded [2],

learning-based methods are used to identify the OAM state in optical

communication over long distances.

However, when the LG beam propagates through high atmospheric

interference, the interference itself alters the toroidal phase structure

of OAM, resulting in a speckle pattern. Though the random scattering

is intricate, it is possible to identify the LG beam mode number by

examining the connection between the input modes and the generated

speckles. Nevertheless, further research is essential to comprehend its

effects and to ensure a reliable transmission. Therefore, this paper

introduces the effect of Gaussian fading on OAM image by analyzing

channel behavior alongside demodulation results.

The simulation environment is presented in Section 2, the channel

characteristics against Gaussian fading compared with Gaussian noise

results are provided in Section 3, and conclusions are derived in

Section 4.

Ⅱ. Simulation Model

The LG beam with a consistent OAM mode is treated as a data

channel where bits '1' and '0' are denoted by the presence and

absence of the beam, respectively. The electric field of the LG beam

is given by       (1)

where  is a constant unit vector, and   is [3]
      

×  exp  ×exp   

(2)

where  is a constant,  is propagation distance,   is the beam
radius,  is the associated LG beam with Laguerre polynomial with
transverse mode  and angular mode  ,  is the optical wave number
and  is the Rayleigh range.
However, as LG beams propagate through more highly dense media,

the size of the speckle decreases, and its pattern becomes more

uniform as the topological charge increases [4]. Consequently, OAM

image uniformity makes it harder to distinguish the beam mode, such

as a LG beam speckle, Fig. 1, shows a speckle image when the LG

beam wavelength is 1550nm and  is 1.
We consider a Laguerre-Gaussian transmission model characterized

by high-density atmospheric turbulence in the propagation process.

Subsequently, we investigate the Gaussian fading impact on an OAM

speckle through a channel behavior examination, while conjugating the



results with the modulation-demodulation process when Gaussian

noise is incorporated.

Ⅲ. Results

Fig. 1. Speckle Image of the LG beam

As in Section 2, we transmitted the original OAM image as presented

in (a) of Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 through Gaussian fading and Gaussian

noise, respectively. The modulated result with Gaussian fading in Fig.

2. (b) indicates that the modulation made a darker color shift.

However, it shows a similar speckle size and shape to the original.

Fig. 2. Modulation result with Gaussian fading

Fig. 3. Modulation result with Gaussian noise

After applying a 0.5 ratio Rayleigh filter to demodulate the modulated

image, the resulting demodulated OAM image in Fig. 2 (c) was able

to be decoded with a high success rate of 97%. However, when a

median filter was applied to the demodulated OAM image in Fig. 3 (c),

affected by Gaussian noise, the resulting image was blurry and only

had an 89% decoding capability. This indicates that the speckled

image is much stronger under Gaussian fading than under Gaussian

noise.

Ⅳ. Conclusions

We have modulated the Gaussian fading when the LG beam is

propagating high-density atmospheric turbulence (AT), generating a

speckle-like image. While investigating the channel characteristics, we

have also presented the decoding rate as the modulated speckle image

was demodulated when 0.5 ratio of Rayleigh noise was applied.

Throughout this process, we can achieve a 97% rate of recovering the

original mode and the encoded data. Our ultimate goal is to look into

approaches that will use OAM communications with a convolutional

neural network in future studies for creating a realistic free space

optical transmission environment.
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